[Future perspectives of cardiovascular intensive care medicine].
The future perspectives of cardiovascular intensive care medicine (CVICM) are affected by an ever increasing number of elderly (> 65 years), old (> 75 years) and very old (> 85 years) patients with the incidental clinical consequences, by an increase in inpatient days due to the increasing number of patients who have to be treated despite cost pressure, and by the attempts to integrate CVICM into one interdisciplinary intensive care unit (ICU) including medical and surgical patients, although proof of equal or even superior outcome, process or structural quality is lacking presently. To overcome all the problems mentioned, CVICM must develop from a mainly consensus-oriented to a more evidence-oriented medicine; CVICM must find ways to improve the poorly validated hemodynamic monitoring concept by pulmonary artery catheter and look for additional, less invasive monitoring techniques and better monitoring parameters; CVICM must support the search for new and hopefully better pharmacotherapeutic agents and cardiovascular assist devices as presently available to support the failing heart and the impaired vascular system; and CVICM must also learn to control noncardiac processes like inflammation and multi-organ failure, which often are responsible for the fatal outcome of the ICU patient with cardiovascular disease. Real challenges for the cardiovascular intensivist are refractory shock and refractory septic cardiomyopathy, these cardiovascular disease entities being responsible for every other fatality in the wake of severe sepsis and septic shock. To handle these tremendous challenges of CVICM, training of the young cardiologists in CVICM must be intensified, and much more attention to cardiovascular topics and techniques must be paid when training our colleagues in medical intensive care medicine.